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## SETTING

The Village of Edmonton: a semi-rural small town lost in the country. Then-ish.
But equally of our moment.
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A SPECIAL SALUTE TO SPONSORS OF WITCH

Writers Theatre extends a sincere thank you to the following individuals and organizations for their sponsorship support of Witch:

**Mary Pat Studdert**  
MAJOR PRODUCTION SPONSOR

**Sara and Dan Cohan**  
**Cary and Laurie Glenner**  
**Beth L. Kronfeld and Matthew D. Means**  
**Edward and Lucy R. Minor**  
**Family Foundation**  
DIRECTOR’S SOCIETY SPONSORS

**Susan and Don Belgrad**  
ARTISTS COUNCIL SPONSORS

WRITERS THEATRE SALUTES **ComEd**  
OFFICIAL LIGHTING SPONSOR

Writers Theatre is thrilled to welcome back ComEd as its Official Lighting Sponsor for the 2018/19 Season. ComEd is a longtime supporter of the arts in Chicagoland, and Writers Theatre is honored to partner with a company that acknowledges the power of theatre to contribute to the health and vitality of our community by bringing us together. The 2018/19 Season marks ComEd’s fourth season as Official Lighting Sponsor, and Writers Theatre is extremely grateful to once again have ComEd’s partnership.
WRITERS THEATRE ANNOUNCES NEW BOARD PRESIDENT DAVID N. KNAPP

Please join us in congratulating our new Board President, David N. Knapp! David has served on our Board of Trustees for almost five years and in that time, he has taken on multiple Executive roles, serving as Member at Large for two years and most recently as Treasurer for the past two years. His work has been invaluable as we have moved onto our next stage and we are excited to see where his leadership will guide us next.

David is Senior Managing Director of Wealth Management for Northern Trust in Chicago where he leads a team of experienced investment, fiduciary and private banking professionals who broadly serve the wealth management needs of successful families and individuals. David received a B.A. degree in Philosophy from Lawrence University and an MBA degree in Finance from the University of Iowa. He is a Trustee of Lawrence University where he chairs the Investment Committee and serves on multiple additional committees. David and his wife Cindy are raising a family in Lincoln Park.

KATE LIPUMA NAMED NEW CHAIR OF THEATRE COMMUNICATIONS GROUP BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We are thrilled and proud to announce that Writers Theatre Executive Director, Kate Lipuma, has been elected as Chair of the Theatre Communications Group (TCG) Board of Directors! Kate has served on the Board for over 6 years, the past 5 of those in the role of Vice Chair. For over 55 years, TCG, the national organization for U.S. theatre, has existed to strengthen, nurture and promote the professional not-for-profit theatre. TCG has over 700 Member Theatres and affiliate organizations and more than 12,000 individuals nationwide.

Please join us in congratulating Kate on attaining this important and exciting new role in American theatre!
David Alan Anderson
(Sir Arthur Banks)
makes his Writers Theatre debut. Other Chicago credits include Gem of the Ocean (BTAA winner) and The Mountaintop (Jeff Nominee), both with Court Theatre. David has over twenty-five seasons with Indiana Repertory Theatre in Indianapolis, where his many credits include Looking Over the President’s Shoulder, What I Learned in Paris, Julius Caesar, The Whipping Man, Romeo and Juliet, A Christmas Carol and many others. Recent works include Troy in Fences (Indiana Rep, Denver Center, Arizona Theatre Company and Milwaukee Rep), Morning After Grace (Asolo Rep), Radio Golf (Cleveland Playhouse) and The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime (Indiana Rep and Syracuse Stage). Other regional credits include The Guthrie, Centerstage Theatre Arts Conservatory, Idaho Shakespeare Festival, Pennsylvania Shakespeare Festival, Lake Tahoe Shakespeare Festival, KC Rep, Geva Theatre, and many others. Directing credits include MVP, The Color of Justice (Indiana Rep), Topdog/Underdog and Two Trains Running (Phoenix Theatre in Indianapolis). He is a company member with Penumbra Theatre in St. Paul, MN. Recent television works include Showtime’s new hit series The Chi. He is a recipient of the Lunt-Fontanne Fellowship sponsored by the Ten Chimneys Foundation.

Audrey Francis
(Elizabeth Sawyer)
returns to Writers Theatre where she previously appeared in Othello and Another Part of the Forest. Audrey is an ensemble member at Steppenwolf Theatre and most recently performed there in The Doppelgänger, You Got Older, The Fundamentals, Between Riverside and Crazy and The Herd. Audrey is also a director who recently received a Jeff nomination for her production of The Invisible Hand at Steep Theatre. Film credits include: Signature Move, Medal of Victory, Dig Two Graves and the upcoming independent feature, As With Knives and Skin. Television Credits include: Empire, Chicago Med, Chicago Fire, and Written Off. Audrey is the proud co-founder of Black Box Acting.

Steve Haggard (Cuddy Banks) returns to Writers Theatre where he previously appeared in The Importance of Being Earnest, Doubt: A Parable, Old Glory, The Subject Was Roses and Our Town. Chicago credits include 33 to Nothing, 3C, Sender, The Mutilated, Accidentally Like A Martyr, The Aliens, Kimberly Akimbo and The Mandrake (A Red Orchid Theatre), Tribes (Steppenwolf Theatre Company), Funnyman, Season’s Greetings and She Stoops to Conquer (Northlight Theatre), Wasteland (TimeLine Theatre Company), Alias Grace and Winter (Rivendell); King Lear, As You Like It and Romeo and Juliet (Chicago Shakespeare Theater). Regional credits include Arcadia, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Tempest, Hay Fever, Comedy of Errors and Ah Wilderness! (American Players Theatre), Almost Maine (Milwaukee Repertory Theater) and Fallen Angels (Indiana Repertory). Steve is an ensemble member of A Red Orchid Theatre and a graduate of The Theatre School at DePaul University.

Ryan Hallahan (Scratch) returns to Writers Theatre, where he previously appeared in A Streetcar Named Desire and The Real Thing. Some recent Chicago credits also include Pass Over, Straight White Men (Steppenwolf Theatre Company), Short Shakespeare! A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Cyrano de Bergerac, Pericles (Chicago Shakespeare
Jon Hudson Odom (Frank Thorney) makes his Writers Theatre debut. Chicago credits: A Christmas Carol (Goodman Theatre). Regional credits include: An Octoroon, Botticelli in the Fire (Woolly Mammoth Theatre), Angels in America parts 1 & 2 (Round House and Olney Theatre Center), A Christmas Carol (McCarter Theatre Center), The Magic Play (Actors Theatre of Louisville), The Magic Play, Piano Lesson, Our Town, Hay Fever and Colossal (Olney Theatre Center) Nat Turner in Jerusalem, Passion Play (Forum Theatre) Father Comes Home From the Wars Parts 1, 2 & 3 (Round House Theatre), Yellowwoman (Rep Stage), You Can’t Take It With You (Everyman Theatre), A Christmas Carol, Our Town (Ford’s Theatre), 2-2-Tango (Studio Theatre), Under the Skin (The Public Theatre ME), A Few Good Men (Keegan Theatre), Reals (Theater Alliance DC), The BFG (Imagination Stage, The National Children’s Theatre) and The Ramayana (Constellation Theatre). He is a three-time nominee and a recipient of the Helen Hayes Awards. He is a company member at Woolly Mammoth Theatre, an Artistic Associate at Olney Theatre Center and a member of The Ensemble at Forum Theatre in DC. Education: University of North Carolina School of the Arts.

Arti Ishak (Winnifred) returns to Writers Theatre where she previously appeared in Buried Child. Arti is an actor, writer and teaching artist originally from Detroit. Recent Chicago credits include Men On Boats (American Theater Company), Johnny 10 Beers’ Daughter (Chicago Dramatists), Venus in Fur (Circle Theatre), Fantastic Super Great Nation Numero Uno (The Second City), Harbur Gate (16th Street Theatre) and A Story Told in Seven Fights (The Neo-Futurists). A graduate of Western Michigan University’s Theatre and Business schools. Love and gratitude to my parents & my moon. Repped by Shirley Hamilton. www.artiishak.com.

Sam Boeck (u/s Scratch, Cuddy Banks) makes his Writers Theatre debut. Chicago credits include: Insurrection: Holding History (Stage Left), Richard III, The Grapes of Wrath (The Gift) and The Comedy of Errors (Commission Theatre Company). Los Angeles credits include: An Enemy of the People (LA Theatre Works) and Gus’s Fashions & Shoes (VS. Theatre Company). TV/Film: Unusual Suspects, August: Osage County and The Veil. Sam would like to thank his family and beautiful group of agents at Shirley Hamilton for all of their love and support. www.SamBoeck.com.

Kenn E. Head (u/s Sir Arthur Banks) makes his Writers Theatre debut. Kenn has performed on many stages in the Chicago theater scene. At Steppenwolf he was last seen in Monster and before that, briefly as Sissy NaNa in Airline Highway. And many loved his...
performance as the Doctor in the Bruce Norris play *The Unmentionables*. He was also seen in *Douglass* performed at Theater Wit. Before that you may remember him in *Sucker Punch* at Victory Gardens. *Lost Boys of Sudan* was his previous show there. Some audiences will remember his performance as Dr. Black in a very celebrated production of *The Project(s)* at American Theater Company. He appeared in *Fish Men* at the Goodman as well as *The Convert*. He was also part of a very successful run of *Invisible Man* at Court Theatre where he also did *Spunk*. You may have seen him in *Romeo and Juliet* at Chicago Shakespeare Theater. Some of his work that he is most proud of includes a very successful run of *The Overwhelming* at Next Theatre. Other theaters familiar with his work include Congo Square where he was proud to be part of *Seven Guitars* where they garnered the coveted Jeff Award for Ensemble as well as Best Play. His television credits include *The Chi*, *Chicago Med*, *Empire*, *The Exorcist*, *Chicago Fire*, *Early Edition* and *ER* as well as various commercials. Look for him next in *Tony Stone* by Lydia Diamond with Roundabout Theater in New York.

**Sam Hubbard (u/s Frank Thorne)** returns to Writers Theatre where he previously appeared in *Julius Caesar* and *The Diary of Anne Frank*. Chicago credits include: *The Book of Will* (Northlight Theatre), *Damascus*, *Cymbeline*, *The Long Christmas Ride Home*, *Neighborhood 3* (Strawdog Theatre), *A Loss of Roses*, *Playboy of the Western World*, *Brighton Beach Memoirs* (Raven Theatre) and productions with Jackalope, Oak Park Festival Theatre, The Factory and understudy credits with Steppenwolf and Chicago Shakespeare Theater. Regional credits include *Hamlet* and *Cymbeline* (Michigan Shakespeare Festival). Fight direction credits include productions for Court Theatre, Northlight, Victory Gardens, Strawdog, Teatro Vista, The Artistic Home, Jackalope, Steep and Raven. Sam is a Strawdog Theatre Ensemble Member, graduate of Columbia College Chicago and represented by NV Talent and Grossman and Jack.

**Annie Prichard (u/s Elizabeth Sawyer, Winnifred)** makes her Writers Theatre debut. Chicago credits include *33 to Nothing* (A Red Orchid), *The Skin of Our Teeth* (Remy Bumppo), *Another Bone* (RedTwist – Jeff nomination: Actress, supporting role), *A Day in the Death of Joe Egg* (Stage Left), *American Hero* (First Floor), *Another Kind of Love* (Infusion), *Kinfolk* (New Colony), *Crime Scene* (Collaboraction), *Counterfeiters*, *The Whole World is Watching* (Dog & Pony); *Ride* (Under the Rug), *Complicated* (Three Oaks Festival), *The Altruists*, *Pleasant Dreams* (Two Lights). Annie earned an MFA in acting from the Theatre School at DePaul and is proudly represented by Innovative Artists and NV Talent.

**Jen Silverman (Playwright)** is a New York-based playwright and writer. Born in the U.S., she was raised across the U.S., Europe and Asia. Her theatre work includes *The Moors* (Yale Repertory Theatre premiere, off-Broadway with The Playwrights Realm, Susan Smith Blackburn finalist), *The Roommate* (Actor’s Theatre of Louisville world premiere, produced widely across the U.S. including productions at South Coast Rep, Williamstown Theatre Festival and Steppenwolf) and *Collective Rage: A Play in 5 Betties* (Woolly Mammoth premiere, The Theater @ Boston Court, Southwark Playhouse in London). Jen is a member of New Dramatists, a Core Writer at the Playwrights Center in Minneapolis, an affiliated artist with SPACE on Ryder Farm, and has developed work with the O’Neill National Playwrights Conference, New York Theatre Workshop, Bay Area Playwrights Festival, The Ground Floor Residency at Berkeley Rep and the Royal Court in London.
among other places. She’s a two-time MacDowell fellow, recipient of a New York Foundation for the Arts grant, the Helen Merrill Award, an LMCC Fellowship and the Yale Drama Series Award. She is the 2016/17 Playwrights of New York (PoNY) Fellow at the Lark. Her plays have been published by Samuel French (U.S.) and Oberon Books (U.K.), and she has a two-book deal with Random House for a collection of stories called The Island Dwellers and a novel. Education: Brown, Iowa Playwrights Workshop, Juilliard. www.jensilverman.com.

Marti Lyons (Director) returns to Writers Theatre, where she previously directed The Mystery of Love & Sex and assistant directed Days Like Today and The Letters. Lyons most recently directed Shakespeare in Love for the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, Botticelli in the Fire for Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company, The Wolves by Sarah DeLappe at Studio Theatre and Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner for Court Theatre in Chicago. Marti has also recently directed Native Gardens by Karen Zacarías for Victory Gardens Theater, Twelfth Night for Montana Shakespeare, Short Shakes! Romeo and Juliet for Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Wit for The Hypocrites, Give It All Back by Calamity West for Sideshow Theatre and The City of Conversation by Anthony Giardina for Northlight Theatre. She directed Wondrous Strange by Meg Miroshnik, Martyna Majok, Jen Silverman, and Jiehae Park for the Humana Festival at Actors Theatre of Louisville, as well as Will Eno’s Title and Deed for Lookingglass Theatre Company and a reading of Martin Zimmerman’s On the Exhale for the New Stages Festival at Goodman Theatre, where she received the 2015 Maggio directing fellowship. Other projects include Will Nedved’s Body and Blood and Laura Marks’ Bethany and Mine for The Gift Theatre, Catherine Trieschmann’s Hot Georgia Sunday and Theresa Rebeck’s Seminar for Haven Theatre, Prowess by Ike Holter, The Peacock by Calamity West, and The Last Duck by Lucas Neff for Jackalope Theatre, The Play About My Dad by Boo Killebrew for Raven Theatre, Mai Dang Lao by David Jacobi, 9 Circles by Bill Cain, Maria/Stuart by Jason Grote, and co-directing The Golden Dragon for Sideshow Theatre. Next Marti will direct Kings by Sarah Burgess for Studio Theater, Macbeth for Chicago Shakespeare Theater, and Cambodian Rock Band by Lauren Yee for Victory Gardens Theater. Marti is an ensemble member with the Gift Theatre Company, an Artistic Associate with Sideshow Theatre Company, and a proud member of SDC. www.martilyons.com.

Katie Spelman (Choreographer) returns to Writers Theatre, where she previously appeared in Sweet Charity. Recent choreography credits include The Who’s Tommy (Denver Center), Oklahoma! (Goodspeed Opera House) and Indecent (Victory Gardens Theater); she also directed and choreographed Cabaret at Paramount Theatre, and was the Associate Choreographer on Moulin Rouge (Colonial Theatre). Katie has also collaborated with Lookingglass Theatre Company, Court Theatre, The Hypocrites, Asolo Repertory, Ensemble Studio Theatre, TimeLine Theatre, Sideshow Theatre Company, The New Colony, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Northwestern University, and The Inconvenience. Broadway Associate: Once, American Psycho, and Amélie; Off-Broadway Associate: NYTW, The Vineyard, and The Public. Katie was also the Associate Director of Close To You in London (Chocolate Factory, West End); and is a proud graduate of Northwestern University.

Yu Shibagaki (Scenic Designer) returns to Writers Theatre where she previously designed Vietgone. Her designs are seen at Victory Gardens Theater, American Players Theatre, Sideshow Theatre, Haven Theatre, Remy Bumppo Theatre, American Theater Company, Steppenwolf Garage Theater and First Stage. Upcoming Productions are Engaging Shaw (American Players Theatre), I Come from Arizona (Chicago Children’s Theatre), Mansfield Park (Northlight Theatre).
WITCH PROFILES

Mieka van der Ploeg (Costume Designer) returns to Writers Theatre where she previously designed Buried Child. She is a costume designer based in Chicago. Credits include designs with Paramount Theatre, Lookingglass Theatre Company, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Remy Bumppo Theatre, The Hypocrites, Chicago Children’s Theatre, About Face Theatre, The House Theatre, Theater Wit, Next Theatre, The Building Stage, Griffin Theatre, Albany Park Theater Project, Dog and Pony Theatre and Manual Cinema.

Paul Toben (Lighting Designer) returns to Writers Theatre where he previously designed The Mystery of Love & Sex. Additional Chicago credits include Cry it Out (Northlight), Electra (Court Theatre) and The Firebirds Take the Field (Rivendell). Regional credits include The Wolves (Studio Theatre), Angels in America, Peter and the Starcatcher, 4000 Miles, and many others at Actors Theatre of Louisville, The Book of Will (Denver Center Theatre), NSFW (Roundhouse), Silent Sky, Triangle (Theatre Bay Area Award), Upright Grand (TheatreWorks Silicon Valley), Fly by Night, Medea, School for Wives (Dallas Theater Center), The Who and The What (Kansas City Rep), Daddy Long Legs (New York, regional and international premiers), Another Way Home (The Magic Theatre), Caravan Man, Demon Dreams (Williamstown Theatre Festival) and designs for five seasons of the Humana Festival including Evocation to Visible Appearance, Aineness, The Grown-Up and The Roommate. Broadway credits include The Story of My Life. Off-Broadway credits include The Judy Show (DR2), Saturn Nights (Incubator Arts Project), Electra in a One Piece and The Realm (The Wild Project), Romeo and Juliet (Columbia Stages), When in Disgrace (Examined Man), The Redheaded Man (Fringe Encores), and many more. www.paultoben.com.

Mikhail Fiskel (Sound Designer) returns to Writers Theatre where he previously sound designed Buried Child, The Hunter and The Bear, Isaac’s Eye, The Old Man and The Old Moon, Hamlet, Hesperia, The Real Thing and Travels with My Aunt (Joseph Jefferson Award for Sound Design). Mikhail Fiksel is a designer, composer, musician and a DJ based in NYC and Chicago. Other Regional and Off-Broadway: Lettie, Native Gardens (Victory Gardens Theater), This Flat Earth, The Treasurer, A Life (Lucille Lortel Award, Drama Desk Nomination; Playwrights Horizons), Cambodian Rock Band (South Coast Repertory), Mary Stuart, Book of Joseph (Chicago Shakespeare Theater), The Wolves, King of The Yees, The Sign In Sidney Brustein’s Window, 2666 (Goodman Theatre), The Undertaking (The Civilians, BAM), Tiger Style (La Jolla Playhouse) and Ofrenda and Learning Curve (Albany Park Theatre Project). Other projects with American Theatre Company, American Conservatory Theater, Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Dallas Theater Center, Geffen Playhouse, The Hypocrites, The Repertory Theatre of St. Louis and Second Stage Theatre. International credits include Tukkers Connexion (Arnhem, Holland) and International Festival of Londrina (Londrina, Brazil). Film composition credits include Glitch, The Wise Kids and In Memoriam. He has received eight Joseph Jefferson Awards, two Lucille Lortel Awards, and was honored with The Michael Maggio Emerging Designer Award. Fiksel is an ensemble member of 2nd Story, Resident Artist with Albany Park Theatre Project, Teatro Vista and Collaboraction and is a proud member of TSDCA and USA. www.mikhailfiksel.com.

Bobby Kennedy (Dramaturg) is the Director of New Work & Dramaturgy at Writers Theatre. He has previously served as dramaturg on Smart People, Quijote: On the Conquest of Self, TREVOR the musical, Parade, The Scene, Julius Caesar, Company, Death of a Streetcar Named Virginia Woolf: A Parody, Arcadia, Marjorie Prime, Isaac’s Eye,
Hedda Gabler, Port Authority, Sweet Charity, The Letters, Hamlet, The Real Thing, Heartbreak House, Do the Hustle, She Loves Me, A Streetcar Named Desire, The Old Settler, Oh Coward!, and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead. In addition to his dramatic work at WT, his credits also include the world premieres of Give It All Back (SideShow Theatre Company), Body and Blood (The Gift Theatre), Ibsen is Dead (Interrobang Theatre Project) and The Peacock (Jackalope Theatre Company), as well as the Midwest premiere of The Luck of the Irish (Next Theatre Company). He has also worked with Huntington Theatre Company and New Repertory Theatre, and is an alumnus of Boston University.

Matt Hawkins (Fight Director) returns to Writers Theatre where he previously directed fights for Buried Child, East Texas Hot Links, Julius Caesar, A Streetcar Named Desire, Do The Hustle, and The Caretaker. Matt is a Chicago based director, actor, fight choreographer and movement director. He has been nominated for thirteen Jeff Awards and has received five. He holds a BFA in acting from Southern Methodist University and an MFA in directing from The University of Iowa. This year he will direct and choreograph the new hip-hop musical Stupid Humans (Notre Dame); and choreograph violence for Hamlet (Chicago Shakespeare) and Twelfth Night (Writers Theatre). He is currently an Assistant Professor at the University of Notre Dame, where he serves as the head of musical theatre for the Department of Film, Television, and Theatre. He is married to actor/playwright Stacy Stoltz.

Hassan Al Rawas (Assistant Director) makes his Writers Theatre debut. Hassan hails from Beirut, Lebanon but was raised in Kuwait City, Kuwait. He is currently in his third year in the MFA in Directing Program at Northwestern University. He is the founder of the IMPROVengers, Kuwait’s first and only improv comedy troupe, and he is a founding member of SiK Productions, Kuwait’s premier English language community theatre. Past directing credits include Sylvia by A.R. Gurney, Les Misérables, Disney’s Beauty and the Beast and a stage adaptation of the novel, Samarkand by French-Lebanese author, Amin Maalouf. Since coming to pursue his MFA in Directing at Northwestern, Hassan has directed The Orange Garden by Joanna Garner, An Evening of Arabic Plays, The Queer Couch by BJ Tindal, and he assisted Bill Brown on a production of Stephen Sondheim’s Company. He will next be directing Stephen Karam’s new adaptation of Anton Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard. In addition to pursuing his MFA, Hassan is also in the PhD Certificate Program in Middle East/North African Studies at Northwestern. Hassan holds a MA in Theatre from Northwestern University (2003) and a BA in Communication Arts from Xavier University (2000).

Cara Parrish (Stage Manager) returns to Writers Theatre where she previously stage managed The MLK Project: The Fight for Civil Rights, and assistant stage managed Port Authority, Yellow Moon, The Letters, The Blonde, the Brunette, and the Vengeful Redhead and The Caretaker. Cara’s other Chicago stage management credits include productions at Court Theatre, TimeLine Theatre, Chicago Children’s Theatre, Drury Lane Oakbrook, Black Ensemble Theatre and American Blues Theater, where she is an Artistic Affiliate. Her regional credits include working at Music Hall (Detroit, MI), The Fabulous Palm Springs Follies (Palm Springs, CA), Chamber Theatre Productions (Boston, MA) and The Hippodrome State Theatre (Gainesville, FL). Cara would like to thank her family and friends for all their love and support.

Abigail Medrano (Assistant Stage Manager) returns to Writers Theatre where she previously assistant stage managed Smart People, Quixote: On the Conquest of Self and Doubt: A Parable. Credits include The Humans, Xanadu (American Theater Company), Dreamgirls (Porchlight Music Theatre), Stick Fly (Windy City Playhouse),
Café Variations (SITI Company/ArtsEmerson), We Are Proud to Present a Presentation... and Astro Boy and the God of Comics (Company One Theatre). She is a proud graduate of Emerson College.

Michael Halberstam (Artistic Director) is the co-founder of Writers Theatre. He has directed over thirty-five productions for the company, including Not About Heroes (starring Nicholas Pennell), Private Lives, Look Back In Anger, Candida, The Father, Crime and Punishment, Benefactors, The Seagull, The Duchess of Malfi, Othello, The Savannah Disputation, the world premiere musical A Minister’s Wife, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, She Loves Me, The Real Thing, Hamlet, Sweet Charity, Days Like Today, Isaac’s Eye, Arcadia, Death of a Streetcar Named Virginia Woolf: A Parody (which he co-directed with Stuart Carden), Julius Caesar (which he co-adapted and directed with Scott Parkinson) and The Importance of Being Earnest. Halberstam has appeared in numerous Writers Theatre productions, including Richard II (title role), Loot and Misalliance. Previously, he spent two years at The Stratford Festival in Ontario and performed in Timon of Athens, The Knight of the Burning Pestle (title role), Much Ado About Nothing and As You Like It. Halberstam’s other Chicago acting credentials include productions with Wisdom Bridge Theater, Court Theatre and Chicago Shakespeare Theater. Elsewhere he directed The Gamester (Northlight Theatre), A Man for All Seasons (Peninsula Players Theatre), Hamlet (Illinois Shakespeare Festival), Candida (Jean Cocteau Repertory in New York), Ten Little Indians (Drury Lane Theatre), a highly acclaimed revival of Crime and Punishment, which Writers Theatre produced off-Broadway at 59E59 Theaters in New York City, Enchanted April and State of the Union (Milwaukee Repertory Theater). In 2011 he directed A Minister’s Wife at Lincoln Center Theater, and also directed the west coast premiere at San Jose Repertory Theatre in 2013. His forays into opera have included The Rape of Lucretia (Chicago Opera Theater), Francesca da Rimini featuring the Chicago Symphony Orchestra conducted by Christoph Eschenbach and Le Freyshutz, a Berlioz adaptation of the Weber opera conducted by Christoph Eschenbach in its North American Premiere (Ravinia Festival). He spent two and a half years teaching Shakespeare at The Theatre School at DePaul University and has received awards for excellence in theater management and artistic achievement from The Chicago Drama League, The Arts & Business Council, Chicago Lawyers for the Creative Arts and The Chicago Associates of the Stratford Festival. He also received the 2010 Zelda Fichandler Award, the 2013 Artistic Achievement Award from the League of Chicago Theatres, was named Chicago Tribune’s 2013 "Chicagooan of the Year" for Theater; received the 2016 Award of Honor for Outstanding Contributions to the Field from the Illinois Theatre Association; a special award for 2016 from the Joseph Jefferson Award Committee for outstanding theatrical accomplishments and contributions to Chicagoland theatre for the past 25 years; and a distinguished Alumnus Award from the University of Illinois. He currently serves on the board of the Arts Club of Chicago.

Kathryn M. Lipuma (Executive Director) has served as the Executive Director of Writers Theatre since March 2007 where she is responsible for overseeing all management, administration and operations for the company. Most recently, she led the planning and construction of Writers Theatre’s new state-of-the-art theater complex, designed by internationally renowned architect and MacArthur Fellow and "Genius" grant recipient Jeanne Gang of Studio Gang Architects, which opened in February 2016. Prior to Writers, Lipuma spent nine seasons as Executive Director at the Tony Award-winning Signature Theatre Company in New York. At Signature, she produced award-winning revivals of Horton Foote’s The Trip...
to Bountiful, August Wilson’s Seven Guitars and Lanford Wilson’s Burn This and worked with such acclaimed writers as Edward Albee, Lee Blessing, Horton Foote, Maria Irene Fornés, John Guare, Bill Irwin, Romulus Linney, Paula Vogel, August Wilson and Lanford Wilson. During her tenure, the organization enjoyed consistent growth and recognition as well as the launch of Signature Theatre Company’s successful $15 Ticket Program. Prior to her time at Signature, she spent six years with Chicago’s Goodman Theatre. Until the 2017/18 season, Lipuma served as the Chair of the Board of Directors of the League of Chicago Theatres, an alliance representing more than 200 Chicago-area theater companies and producers. She is currently the Chair of the Board of Directors of Theatre Communications Group (TCG), the national organization for the American theatre and serves as a member of the Arts and Culture subcommittee of The Chicago Network, an organization of 400 leading women of Chicago business, professional, cultural, nonprofit and educational communities. She is also the co-creator of DoNorth, an umbrella organization joining four cultural neighbors—Chicago Botanic Garden, Kohl Children’s Museum, Ravinia and Writers Theatre—to attract new audiences to the cultural, environmental and community activities of the North Shore. She is a graduate of The George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
WT Education reaches 11,500 students a year throughout Chicagoland. Our programs include Write On!, a customizable artist-in-residence program that pairs teaching artists with schools and community organizations to explore performance and text with a focus on encouraging young people to find their creative voices; The Novel Series, a cutting-edge theatre and literary arts curriculum designed to allow students to explore literature and the art of bringing text to life; The MLK Project: The Fight for Civil Rights, a touring performance written by Yolanda Androzzo that chronicles a student’s journey as she learns about the Civil Rights Movement; a student matinee series; ACTIVATE, a wrap-around in-school residency in conjunction with matinees, designed to deepen students’ experience with plays on our stages; and the WT Youth Council, an artistic leadership advisory board for motivated, passionate high school students interested in hands-on, in-depth exposure to arts administration.

Our audience engagement programming includes: Sunday Spotlight, featuring an expert in a field relating to the themes or setting of our productions; From Page to Stage, a public collaboration between Writers Theatre and select North Shore libraries and community partners that explores the literary and theatrical themes of our stage productions; The Making of… series that provides access to the process behind crafting our productions; Pre-Show Conversation: Up Close, pre-show discussion designed to provide context for the production; and Post-Show Conversation: The Word and The Artist, a facilitated post-show discussion of the play. All of these events are free and open to the public. For more information, visit writerstheatre.org/events.

Principal Foundation Supporter of The Novel Series

POLK BROS FOUNDATION

a foundation for chicago families

Major Corporate Sponsor of The MLK Project: The Fight for Civil Rights

Allstate

Corporate Sponsor of The MLK Project: The Fight for Civil Rights

AT&T

From Page to Stage Sponsors

Randy L. and Melvin R. Berlin

Student Matinee Support

Julie and Lawrence Bernstein
Laurie and Michael Jaffe

Additional Education Support

Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
The Crown Family
Dr. Scholl Foundation
JCCC Foundation
Petersen Aluminum Corporation
Northern Trust Charitable Trust

For more information on any of these programs visit writerstheatre.org/education
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WRITERS THEATRE MISSION STATEMENT

Writers Theatre was founded to explore productions in which the word on the page and the artists that bring the word to life hold primary importance. Central to this mission are three important core values: valuing text, both classic and contemporary, as the fundamental source of inspiration; creating deliberately intimate performances where audiences are face-to-face with powerful stories; and honoring the time and commitment of our artists by remaining at the forefront of industry compensation. With a reputation for consistent artistic excellence, innovative educational programming and strong ties to our community, Writers Theatre has built an award-winning repertoire and today, serves as a vital and highly-regarded company in the Chicago theatre community.

WRITERS THEATRE HISTORY

In 1992, Writers Theatre was founded in order to create an environment where the written word and the nurturing of artists were the foundation of all productions. We opened our first venue that year in the anteroom of a newly opened bookstore in Glencoe on the North Shore of Chicago. The limited space available gave way to a new aesthetic that has been a company hallmark ever since—intimacy.

Under the artistic leadership of Founding Artistic Director Michael Halberstam, who continues in that role to this day, WT became a welcome addition to the already vibrant Chicago arts community. The Theatre quickly garnered significant critical acclaim and established a reputation as a home for world-class art and artists, opening a second performance space in 2003. Our inviting 108-seat Tudor Court space continued the company’s trademark level of intimacy while allowing for a new scale of production and affording the opportunity to expand audiences, programming and educational outreach.

Acclaimed by The Wall Street Journal as “America’s number one theatre company” in 2016, Writers has offered more than 100 productions, including 26 world premieres. We have garnered numerous awards and accolades, including 133 Joseph Jefferson Award nominations and 26 Awards, as well as multiple citations of Artistic Director Michael Halberstam for excellence and contributions to the field, including The 2010 Zelda Fichandler Award and the 2013 “Chicagoan of the Year in Theater” Award from the Chicago Tribune. In 2007, Writers debuted nationally with a New York premiere of Crime and Punishment, followed in 2011 by a Lincoln Center Theater production of A Minister’s Wife—the musical adaptation of George Bernard Shaw’s Candida, conceived and directed by Halberstam.

In February 2016, Writers Theatre opened a new, state-of-the-art facility. This established the company’s first permanent home in a new theatre center in downtown Glencoe, designed by the award-winning, internationally renowned Studio Gang Architects, led by Founder and Design Principal Jeanne Gang, FAIA, in collaboration with Theatre Consultant Auerbach Pollock Friedlander. The new facility has allowed the Theatre to continue to grow to accommodate its audience, while maintaining its trademark intimacy. The new facility resonates with and complements the Theatre’s neighboring Glencoe community, adding tremendous value to Chicagoland and helping to establish the North Shore as a premier cultural destination.
ABOUT THE WOMAN'S LIBRARY CLUB OF GLENCOE

The Woman’s Library Club of Glencoe shares the space at the theatre center holding meetings, luncheons, book clubs, bridge and other events at the building.

- The Woman’s Library Club of Glencoe, a 501(c)(3) organization, was incorporated on April 18, 1872. The WLC owns the land on which the WT theatre center sits and has provided use of the land to WT without charge.
- WLC is the third oldest woman’s club in Illinois for philanthropic, educational and social endeavors. The WLC book collection was donated to Glencoe to form the nucleus of the original library for Glencoe. WLC’s first building was used as a library until the current Glencoe Public Library was built.
- WLC members meet regularly to pursue the Club’s philanthropic, intellectual and social activities. For a full list of WLC activities and a current calendar, check wlcglencoe.com.
- Club members also staff the North Shore Exchange (an upscale consignment shop). This 501(c)(3) shop is a charitable arm of WLC and is located at 372 Hazel Avenue in Glencoe, 847-835-0026.

Membership in the Woman’s Library Club of Glencoe is open to all women interested in furthering the club’s goals. The current membership consists of over 120 women living in 10 area suburbs. If you are interested in becoming a member, pick up an application in the Writers Theatre lobby, email wlcglencoe@gmail.com or visit the website at wlcglencoe.com.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

OFFICERS
President David N. Knapp
Vice Presidents Gillian Goodman, Beth L. Kronfeld, Jennifer Litowitz, Linda Umans
Treasurer Thomas Hodges
Secretary Richard M. Lipton
Immediate Past President Christopher S. Pfaff
Penultimate Past President Elaine Tinberg
Member at Large Michael Petersen

TRUSTEES
Janice Beck
Julie Bernstein
Sara Cohan
Joseph G. Dillon
Christopher D. Gould
Michael Halberstam
Christopher N. Knight
Kathryn M. Lipuma
Thomas Mann
Russ Mayerfeld
David McGranahan
Lloyd Morgan
Roberta Olshansky
Lizzy Scheinfeld
Stephanie Sick
Mary Pat Studdert
Seth Traxler

ARTISTS COUNCIL

The Artists Council is a select group of our most devoted supporters, whose extraordinary annual contributions sustain the Theatre and enable it to realize ambitious artistic and institutional goals. Members of the Artists Council are granted unparalleled access to the creative process as well as the unique opportunity to forge a personal connection with our art. We gratefully acknowledge our Writers Theatre Artists Council members who made commitments in the period between May 1, 2017 and July 31, 2018.

$50,000 and above
Karen & Jim Frank
Gillian & Ellis Goodman
Jennifer & Alec Litowitz
Alexandra C. & John D. Nichols
Stephanie & Bill Sick
Marilynn & Carl Thoma
Anonymous (2)

$25,000-$49,999
Randy L. & Melvin R. Berlin
Julie & Lawrence Bernstein
Joyce Cheiberg
Patricia Dodson Family Foundation
John & Francesca Edwardson
Gail & Tom Hodges
Dick Hurckes
Judy & John Keller
Maryellen & Richard Keyser
Emily & Christopher N. Knight
Russ & Anne Mayerfeld
Roberta Olshansky
Laurie & Michael Petersen
Christopher S. Pfaff & Sara Pfaff
Lois & Harrison Steans
Mary Pat Studdert
Elaine & Richard Tinberg
Byron & Tina Trott
Craig & Linda Umans
Ms. Nicole Williams & Dr. Lawrence Becker

$15,000-$24,999
Janice & Philip Beck
Susan & Don Belgrad
Sara & Dan Cohan
Terry & Mary Franke
Mary Winton Green
Laurie & Michael Jaffe
Cindy & David Knapp
Beth L. Kronfeld & Matthew D. Means
Jane & Richard Lipton
William & Amalia Mahoney
Ann & Tom Mann
David & Leslie McGranahan
Lloyd Morgan
Lizzy & Josh Scheinfeld
Barbara Speer
Marcie & Avy Stein
Pam & Russ Strobel
Seth Traxler & Jessica Aspen
Anonymous (2)
Chicagoland’s Premier Greek Dining Destination

Weekday Brunch • Private Events

Enjoy our exquisite lunch and dinner menu, everyday brunch offerings and private event services.

Dinner menu is available all day. Brunch is served everyday until 2 p.m.

www.avli.us/menus

11566 Chestnut St. Winnetka, IL 60093
847-446-9300 RESTAURANT  847-446-6000 ROTISSERIE
Weekday Hours: 11AM TO 10PM Weekend Hours: 11AM TO 11PM
ROTISSERIE: 11AM-8:30PM Everyday
The Director’s Society of Writers Theatre is a group of dedicated patrons who share our passion for the written word. They provide the financial foundation that allows us to create a nurturing artistic home for world-class artists while producing nationally acclaimed productions. Writers Theatre extends privileges of membership to individuals who provide an annual gift of $1,000 or more. Director’s Society members enjoy opportunities to share in the creative process through exclusive events that provide unique access to the artistic process. We are proud to acknowledge our Director’s Society members for gifts received in the period between May 1, 2017 and July 31, 2018.

**Visionaries**

$10,000-$14,999
- Cary & Laurie Glenner
- Kimberly S. Herold
- Dolores Kohl Kaplan
- Richard & Laura Kracum
- Dr. & Mrs. Nelson Levy
- Susan Lichtenstein & John Rokacz
- Clyde McGregor & LeAnn Pope
- Edward and Lucy R. Minor
- Family Foundation
- Robert & Louise Sanborn
- Jennifer Steans & Jim Kastenholz
- Jeanne Sullivan
- Bobette Takiff
- Elly Thaviu
- Richard & Helen Thomas
- Dave & Tracy Tomie
- Thys & Kendra Nichols Wallace

**Leaders**

$5,000-$9,999
- Stephen & Susan Baird Foundation
- Bruce & Patty Becker
- Barbara Bluhm-Kaul Foundation
- Nancy L. Bodeen
- Mrs. Larry Borowitz
- Joyce Buttum
- Barbara Bradford
- Clay & Lydia Cannady
- Ann & Richard Carr
- Mr. Marc Cerone & Mr. Nick Trakas
- Deborah & Michael Cogan
- Pam Conant
- Shawn M. Donnelley & Christopher M. Kelly
- Scott & Kim Falk
- Jeremy & Gillian Farmer
- William & Sharon Feather
- Barb & Jim Ferry, III
- Conrad & Sonja Fischer
- Nancy Gidwitz & Jeffrey Grossman
- Kelly & Mike Golden
- Christopher D. Gould & Yana Nabatovsky
- Michael Halberstam & Jack Segal
- Barbara & Jim Herst
- Carol Honigberg

**Patrons**

$2,500-$4,999
- Annette Kleinman
- Michael Charles Litt
- Lee & Mah Family Fund
- Fred & Trisha Margulies
- Lorel & Robert McMillan
- Mark & Elyse Metzler
- Gary Neison & Trudy Havens
- Jordan & Jean Nerenberg
- Donald & Connie Patterson
- Burton X. & Sheli Rosenberg
- Irene Rosenfeld & Richard Illgen
- Robin & Sandy Stuart
- Bill & Dian Taylor
- David & Donna Tropp
- David & Marilyn Vitale
- Sallayn Windt
- Anonymous

**Benefactors**

$1,000-$2,499
- Karen & Dick Pigott
- Dale & Betsey Pinkert
- Christine & Michael Pompizzi
- Merle Reskin
- Judy & Warner Rosenthal
- Judy & David Schiffman
- John & Shirley Schlossman
- Ron Schutz & Karen Peterson
- Patti & Bob Smietana
- Sir Harry Solomon
- Martha & Thomas Spalding
- Doris Sternberg
- Diana Twyman & John Raitt

**Patrons**

$2,500-$4,999
- Rob & Vicki Apatoff
- Michael Bailey
- Mary & Carl Boyer
- Doug Brown & Rachel Kraft
- Judy & William Cottle
- Lloyd & Jan Culbertson
- James & Wendy Daverman
- Judy & Bill Davis
- Marcia & Tom Desmond
- Larry & Sally Domont
- Paul & Ellen Gignilliart
- Cynthia & Norm Goldring
- Fabiana & Paul A. Goodman
- Robyn & David Grossberg
- John Hart & Carol Prins
- Julie Johnson
- Heidi Kiesler
- Klaff Family Foundation
- Robert & Laurie Levin
- Laura & Bruce Linger
- Jim & Kay Mabie
- Walter & Shirley Massey
- Sandi & Mike Miller
- Howard & Sandra Nagelberg
- Judy & Bob Neiman
- John & Pat O’Brien
- Katie & Norm Olson
- Dudley & Ann Onderdonk

**Benefactors**

$1,000-$2,499
- Sheldon & Gela Altmann
- Audrey & Jim Altounian
- Andy & Becky Anderson
- Mr. Ed Bachrach
- Wendy & Steven Baker
- Diane & Mike Beemer
- Ziva Benarieh-Rabushka
- Harriet K. Bernstein
- Henry & Leigh Bienen
- Sonia Bloch
- Shaun & Andy Block
- Frima Blumenthal
- Robert & Leslie Bond
- Michael & Mary Borgstrom
- Timothy & Martha Boudous
- Betty & Bill Boyd
- Arlene & Keith Bronstein
- Beverly Bystricky
- Pat & Sandy Cantor
- Robert & Iris Center
- Mr. & Mrs. Donald Chudacoff
- Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin & Aurelia Cohen
- John & Jane Colman
- Matt & Vanessa Colman
- Peg & Flip Corby
- Lawrence Corry
- Bob & Jan Daniels
- William & Dale Davison
- Bob & Jill Delaney
- Robert & Quinn Delaney
- Steven & Anne Deli
Molly & Julian D’Esposito
Joe & Kristen Dillon
Lynn Donaldson & Cameron Avery
Mr. & Mrs. William Dooley
Michelle Downey
Scott & Celia Drake
Larry & Sharon Dubin
Dennis & Beverly Egidi
Cathy Bachmann Ething
William & Mary Fausone
Tom Fontana
Adrian Foster
Bill & Deirdre Franklin
The Frey Pridmore Family Fund
Andrew & Jennifer Friedman
Dr. & Mrs. William A. Fry
Wilbur & Linda Gantz
Lisa Gardner
Cindy & Howard Garoon
Charles & Barbara Gately
Scott & Lisa Gendell
Virginia & Gary Gerst
Allen & Joyce Gerstein
Michael & Connie Gill
Adrienne Gazov
Alexandra Goddard
Ethel & Bill Gofen
Robert & Lynn Goldschmidt
Donald F. & Alice P. Goldsmith
Charitable Fund
Leila Green
Nan & Wally Greenough
Bill & Judy Greffin
Burt & Pam Guttermen
Howard & Kaye Hasas
Patricia & William Hagenah
Max Hall & Tonja Rizai
Lois & Marty Hauselman
Nicole & Andrew Hayek
Susan & George Heisler
Jill & Doug Hirsh
Edmund & Virginia Horsch
Thomas & Vicki Horwich
Carter Howard & Sarah Krepp
Lenore & John Janecek
The Jaquith Family Foundation
Jastromb Family Philanthropic Fund
Nancy & Christopher Johnson
Thomas Kaczmarek
Sheldon & Babs Kent
Jean Klingenstei
Anne & Rob Krebs
Morton & Claudia Lane
Tom Larance
Nancy & Alan Lasser
Daniel & Karen Kales Lee
Judy & Stephen Levin
Myron & Eleanor Lieberman
Douglas & Jessie Macdonald
Ronald & Paula Mallicoot
Joan & Jerry Mattson
John & Judy McCarter
James & Joanell McKenna
Mr. & Mrs. Cary McMillan
Sara & Richard Mesriow
Mr. Daryl Morey
Carol A. Narup
Cathy & Bob Nathan
Jossy & Ken Nebenzahl
Dr. Karen Oldenski
In memory of Norma Olsen
Julie & Jim Olson
Mr. & Mrs. Michael S. Paleczny
Ellard & Lorna Pfaelzer
Judy Foyer Phillips
Harvey & Madeleine Pionsker
Ann Poole
Michael & Christine Pope
Charles & Roberta Price
Gabriel & Dorit Raviv
William & Eleanor Revelle
Susie & Rick Rieser
Missy Romanoff
Richard & Donna Rosenberg
Dr. Robert L. Rosenfeld
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Rosenson
Jeff & Debbie Ross
Sarah & Bill Ross
Judith & Robert S. Rothschild
Alan Rotman
Camille & Robert Rudy
Michael Sachs
Judy Sagan
Carolyn & David Saidel
Mitchell & Linda Saranow
Onnie & Steven Scheyer
Stuart & Lois Scheyer
Robert & Barbara Schmid
Frances Schnadig
Marcia G. Schneider
Alan & Ronnie Schwartz
Brooke & Brian Semel
Jeffrey & Linda Semel
Nancy & Ron Semerdjian
David & Susan Sherman
Steven & Susan Sholl
Garrett & Sarah Shumway
Linda & Steve Silverstein
Suzanne T. Smart
Michael & Julie Solot
Ida N. Sondheimer
Stuart Sondheimer & Bonnie Lucas
Carolyn Sprinchorn &
Robert Wootton
Mary Stowell
James & Ann Marie Streibich
Robyn Tavel & Juan Alzate
Toft Family Fund
Ginny & Steven Tobin
Howard Trienens
Reed & Rosemary Tupper
Marilyn & Michael Vender
Todd & Cari Vieregg
David & Lynne Weinberg
Mr. Steven Weinstein
Bert & Barbara Weller
Leslie & Susan West
Bob & Maria Westropp
Lisa & Randy White
Robert & Sue Wieseneck
William & Peggy Wise
Joseph Wolinski & Jane Christina
Sally & Shep Young
Simon & Nicole Zreczny
Anonymous (3)
WORDPLAY GALA 2018

The annual WordPlay Gala is Writers Theatre’s most important fundraising event of the year. The 2018 Gala took place on April 21st at the exquisite Four Seasons Hotel Chicago. Writers Theatre would like to thank the following patrons who so generously supported the 2018 WordPlay Gala.

**Vice Chairs**

$25,000 and above
- BMO Harris Bank
- Fran & John Edwardson
- Karen & Jim Frank
- Gillian & Ellis Goodman
- Gail & Tom Hodges
- Judy & John Keller
- Jennifer & Alec Litowitz
- Russ & Anne Mayerfeld
- Alexandra C. & John D. Nichols
- Roberta Olshansky
- Stephanie & Bill Sick
- Richard & Elaine Tinberg
- Seth Traxler & Jessica Aspen
- Craig & Linda Umans

**Benefactors**

$7,500-$9,999
- Baker & McKenzie LLP
- Susan & Don Belgrad
- Fox, Swibel, Levin & Carroll, LLP
- Susan Lichtenstein & John Rokacz
- Jane & Richard Lipton
- Edward & Lucy R. Minor Family Foundation
- Lloyd B. Morgan
- David & Marilyn Vitale
- Thys & Kendra Nichols Wallace

**Sponsors**

$10,000-$24,999
- Janice & Philip Beck
- Julie & Lawrence Bernstein
- Sara & Dan Cohan
- Exelon
- Mary Winton Green
- Kimberlee S. Herold
- Kirkland & Ellis
- Emily & Christopher N. Knight
- The Morris and Dolores Kohl Kaplan Fund of The Dolores Kohl Education Foundation
- Beth L. Kronfeld & Matthew D. Means
- Clyde McGregor & LeAnn Pope
- Northern Trust
- Laurie & Michael Petersen
- Christopher S. Pfaff & Sara Pfaff
- Barbara Speer
- Lois & Harrison Steans
- Jennifer Steans & Jim Kastenholz
- Mary Pat & Andy Studdert
- Takiff Family Foundation
- Richard & Helen Thomas
- Dave & Tracy Tolmie
- Anonymous

**Supporters**

$5,000-$10,000
- Baker & McKenzie LLP
- Susan & Don Belgrad
- Fox, Swibel, Levin & Carroll, LLP
- Susan Lichtenstein & John Rokacz
- Jane & Richard Lipton
- Edward & Lucy R. Minor Family Foundation
- Lloyd B. Morgan
- David & Marilyn Vitale
- Thys & Kendra Nichols Wallace

**Supporters**

$2,500-$7,499
- Rob & Vicki Apatoff
- Barbara Blum-Kaul Foundation
- Barbara Bradford
- Clay & Lydia Cannady
- Mr. Marc Cerone & Mr. Nick Trakas
- Marcia & Tom Desmond
- Scott & Kim Falk
- Nancy Gidwitz & Jeffrey Grossman
- Kelly & Mike Golden
- Fabiana & Paul A. Goodman
- Christopher D. Gould & Yana Nabutovsky
- Robyn & David Grossberg
- Michael Halberstam & Jack Segal
- Laura & Bruce Linger
- Fred & Trisha Margulies
- Gary Neilson & Trudy Havens
- Sir Harry Solomon
- Marcie & Aby Stein
- Diana Twyman & John Raitt

**Supporters**

$1,000-$2,499
- Steve & Susan Baird
- Wendy & Steven Baker
- Mary & Carl Boyer
- Joyce Chelberg
- Matt & Vanessa Colman
- Peg & Flip Corboy

*as of July 5, 2018*
Writers Theatre gratefully acknowledges the following corporations, foundations and government agencies that support and advance our mission. We are pleased to recognize gifts received in the period between May 1, 2017 and July 31, 2018.

**$50,000 and above**
- BMO Harris Bank*
- The Davee Foundation
- John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation*
- The Shubert Foundation

**$25,000-$49,999**
- Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
- Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
- ComEd
- The Crown Family*
- Dr. Scholl Foundation
- Exelon
- Northern Trust Company
- Polk Bros. Foundation*

**$15,000-$24,999**
- Allstate
- Illinois Arts Council Agency
- Kirkland & Ellis LLP
- Modestus Bauer Foundation
- National Endowment for the Arts
- United
- Village of Glencoe
- Anonymous

**$10,000-$14,999**
- Consolidated Electronic Wire & Cable
- Petersen Aluminum Corporation
- Jack & Goldie Wolfe Miller Fund

**$5,000-$9,999**
- AT&T Illinois
- Baker & McKenzie LLP
- John R. Halligan Charitable Fund
- The Howard L. Willett Foundation
- Anonymous

We also gratefully recognize the following institutions who have contributed by matching employee gifts made to Writers Theatre. Many companies will generously match their employees’ contributions to nonprofit organizations. Please check with your employer’s human resource department to discuss if your support to Writers Theatre is eligible for matching gift funds.

- Allstate Matching Gift Program
- AT&T Matching Gift Program
- The Boeing Company Matching Gift Program
- Exelon Foundation Matching Gift Program
- Follett Matching Gift Program
- Gap Inc. Matching Gift Program
- IBM Corporation Matching Gifts Program
- JPMorgan Chase Foundation
- Northern Trust Matching Gift Program
- Nuveen Investments Holdings Matching Gifts
- Potashcorp Matching Gifts
- SalesForce Foundation
- Texas Instruments Foundation

*indicates multi-year contribution
We offer our sincere thanks to the following individuals who provide critical support to Writers Theatre. We are pleased to recognize gifts received in the period between May 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018.

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS

Advocates
$500-$999
The Evelyn Alter Family Fund
Barbara & Ronald Altman
Pam & Tom Anderson
Artist Resources Team League, Inc.
Stacey Ballis & Bill Thurmond
Renee D. Bank
Mr. & Mrs. Sarah Barden
Teri & Steve Barnett
Mr. & Mrs. William Beck
Jerry & Kathy Biederman
Nathan & Barbara Birnberg
Donald F. Bouseman
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Bransfield
Robert & Joell Brightfelt
Bill & Linda Bronner
Patrick & Marlene Brown
John & Sarabess Cahill
John D. Cartland
Gidon & Hilary Cohen
Bob & Sally Cunningham
Conway & Elinor Dahmer
Catherine & Bryan Daniels
Mr. & Mrs. Mike DeCata
John & Alice Deimel
Bobbie & Charlie Denison
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Dervir
Arlene C. Dwyer
Jamie & Sam Evans
Sylvia Fergus
Peter Fischer
Ms. Cindy Fluxgold
Michael & Valerie Foradas
Susan Mabrey Gaud
Jo Ann Gavin & John Smyth
Richard & Anita Gilford
Joseph Glaser
Sheila L. Goldberg
Isabelle Goossen
Robert & Julie Gordon
John & Pat Grady
Doreen Halberstam
Dorothy G. Harza
Melanie Hauck & Jim Hertel
Mr. & Mrs. Matt Hayes
Richard Hirsch & Joyce Hirsch
Thomas & Connie Hodson
Martin J. & Susanne G. Kanter
Betsy Karp
Mr. & Mrs. Todd Kipp
Mr. & Mrs. James Klein
Clifford & Cynthia Kosoff
Mr. & Mrs. Hamilton Kwon
Peter & Judith Lederer
JC & Brenda Lenahan
Sharon & Ellis Levin
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan Lewis
Lutz Family Charitable Fund
Russ Lyman
Martha & John Mabie
Erminia & Edward Mack
Judy & Richard Marcus
Maura Ann McBreen
Breece & Darlene McKinney
Anne F. McMillen
Dexter & Lynne Means
Harvey & Sheila Medvin
Mr. Rick Meller &
Ms. Karen Underhill
Madonna & John Merritt
William D. Motley & Mary G. Motley
Jon & Kathy Newcomb
Richard & Dorothy Nopar
Christopher W. & Priscilla Nugent
Julian Oettinger
John & Joy O’Malley
Jonah Orloffsky & Joan Polacheck
Cathy & James Pelts
James & Carolyn Peters
Anne & Stuart Pfaff
William & Suzan Pinsof
Don & Martha Pollak
Jack Rapaport
Nancy & Mark Ratner
Cookie & Ned Robertson
Cindy & Jim Robinson
Ms. Julie Ruck
Susan & David Ruder
Charles & Jana Sample
Ira & Beverly Schulman
Diane & Bud Schwarzbach
Anne & Gordon Scott
Linda Siegel
Barbara & Jerry Silbert
Michael Singer
Joel & Jessie Solomon
Julia & Vern Squires
Robert & Susan Star
Ms. Ana G. Stein
Nancy Stevens
Lee Anne & Rich Stoddart
Joseph & Sylvia Stone Fund
Lauren & Steve Strelsin
Burt Ury
Ms. Kathryn Vanden Berk
Mr. & Mrs. Renaat Ver Eecke
In memory of Mary Zelenak Vogel
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Walder
Bisi Williams & Bruce Mau
Myroslava Wilson
Anonymous (5)

Promoters
$250-$499
Linda & Philip Abrahams
Louise Abrahams
Mareon R. Arnold
Beth & Scott Bakal
Robert & Ann Bates
Chris & Scott Bates
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce A. Bendoff
Joan I. Berger
Joel & Laura Bernstein
Mehroo Keki Bhote
Marjorie Biederman
M. J. Black & Mr. Clancy
David & Linda Blumberg
Herb & Lucy Blutenthal
Ellen Beth Bogolub
Adriana Bonewitz
Robert Boyle
Paul & Margot Brown
Tom & Mary Doug Brown
Gerald & Marcia Burke
Thomas & Cynthia Burr
Peter & Jessica Butler
Robert & Cheryl Byron
Dennis & Vivian Callanan
Arthur & Fern Callistein
John Canning
Harvey & Arlene Coustan
Donna G. Craven
Nancy & Dewey Crawford
Steve & Merri Davis
Tom & Daelma Decker
Patty Delony
Paula & Ronald Domsky
Charlotte & Kate Donat
John & Colleen Donoghue
James Downey
Charles & Linda Dresner
Howard S. Dublin
Peter & Neva Egan
Deane Ellis
Susanna & Helmut Epp
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Daniel Falotico
Anne Faris
Jim & Shellie Fisch
Bonnie Forkosh
Dan & Ronda Franks
Robin & Jarvis Friduss
John & Liz Fromstein
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